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INTRODUCTION 

Ornithologists, radar enr,ineers, radar meteorologists, the military, 

and to a losser extent Air Traffic Controllers are now aware that most 

types of radars regularly detect birds (see bihliography 1n Myres, 19701 

also Anon., 1969t~1 Bruderer. 1969,19711 Bruderer and Joss, 1969; Nathanson, 

196911681 Able, 1970a,b; Ferry, 1970; Gauthreaux, 1970, 1971; Gauthreaux 

and Able, 1970, Warden and Wyndham, 1970, Weishaupt, 1970, Blokpoel, 1971, 

Myres and Cannings, 1971i Richardson, 1971, 1972; Richardson and Gunn, 

1971, Spiers et al., 1971). 

It ls also well known that different radsrs often have very different 

capahilities in detecting birds (ego, Bellrose, 1964; Myres, 19648; 

Eastwood, 19671 Kanrad et al., 19671 Flock, 1968; Schaefer, 19681 Blokpoel, 

1971). 

Day to day variations in the ahility of a single radar in detecting 

birds seem to be less widely recognized. Eastwood (1967) has stated that 

such variations might result from differing rroperties of the bird targets 

(size, aspect, grouping, altitude) and from temporal changes in the char

acteristics of the radar aquipnent. While Ea.stwood (l967Iq2) indicates 

that modern raflar equipuent should not suffer froll!. significant fluctuations 

1n sensitivity. N1sbet (1963) and Gehring (1963) have reported such fluct

uations. 

Under the sponsorship of the Associate Committee on Bird Hazards to 

Aircraft of the National Research Council of Canada, surveillance radsrs 

at over 30 different Air Tra~fic Control and military sites in Canada have 

been used to study migration. During this work we have found that radsrs 
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being used for aircraft detection are frequently adjusted. These adjust

ments sometimes produce pronounced changes in the number of birds being 

detected and in the apparent distribution of directions of the bird echoes. 

It 89ams probable that similar radar adjustments have affected the results 

of migration studies by other investigators since most studies which have 

employed medium and high powered surveillance radllrs hava heen done while 

the radars Were simultaneously being used for other purposes. 

These day to day variations in the sensitivity of various individual 

radars are important in view of (1) the extensive use of such radars for 

investigation of migratory behaviour. (11) the increasing importance of 

radar 1n attempts to reduce the number of bird-aircraft collisions (Kuhring 

and Gunn, 1964, Flock. 1968, Gunn and Solman, 196~, Hi1d, 1969. 1970, 

~lokpoelt 1970a,b,c, 19711 Ferry, 1970, Jackson and Fled1er. 1970, Keil, 

1970; Richardson, 1970, Myres and Cannings, 19711 Richardson and Gunn, 19711 

Spiers et al., 1971), and (lii) the prospects for use of radar censusing 

in conservation and game-bird management (Bellrose, 1968, Myres, 1969, Flock 

and Bel1rose, 1970). 

This paper describes the radar adjustments and changes in flight behaviour 

that have been found to affect the bird detection capabilities of several 

radars in eastern Canada. It evaluates the severity of these effects, and 

suggests approaches to overcoming them. 

METHODS 

Tests on an ASR-5 rAdar 

On a number of nights during October, 1969 I made systematic series of 

adjustments on an ASR-5 radar at Halifax International Airport, Nova Scoti., 
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Canada (440 5J'N, 6JoJo'W). The ASR-5 is a relatively low-pOwered (400 

kilowatt) S-band* radar designed for short and medium range (0-60 n.mi.) 

air traffic control. Because of its short pulse duration (0.933 microsec.), 

the ASR-5 has relatively high resolution for a surveillance radar. It uses 

a parametric amplifier. multiple modes of Moving Target Indicator (MTI) and 

Sensitivity Time Control (STC) circuitr,r, a video integrator, and pulse 

staggering. Two supposedly identical transmitters ann re~eivers are 

alternated between operational and stand-by use. Many birds are detected 

at ranges of t-5 n.mi., but only a few large flocks Bre visible beyond 

10 n.mi. Other features of the radar are given in Table 1 and in Anon. (1969). 

The radar settings during 'nomal t operation were 400 kW peak power 

output, vertical polarization. STC and Fast Time Constant (FTC) circuitry 

not 1n use. and MT! mode 'Two cancellers in series without feedback'. 

The following changes from the 'normal' settings were made one at a timer 

(1) 350 rather than 400 kW peak power 

(ii) 450 rather than 400 kW peak power 

(ill) Circular rather than vertical (linear) polariMtion 

(lv) FTC 1 in use rather than off (time constant = 2 psec.) 

(v) FTC 2 in use rather than off (time constant = t psec.) 

(vi) HT! mode '35 db SUb-clutter visibility' (two cancellers in series 

with feedback) rather than two cancellers without feedback. 

In addition. observations and photographs were occasionally made with other 

changes from the normal settings I 

(vii) STC in use rather than STC oft 

(viii) other HT! modes (single canceller. or two cancellers with different 

• X, C, S, and L hand radal's are those usin~ energy with wavelp.ngths of 
approximately J, 5, 10, and 23 cm respectively. 
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amounts of feedback) besides two cancallers without feedback 

The radar parameters and circuitry mentioned above are discussed below and 

in Barton (1964). Eastwoed (1967). or Nathanson (1969). 

The bird display resulttng from the various radar settings was recorded 

by making one 35 mm still photograph of a Plan Position Indicator (PPI) 

display for each of several radar settings each night. It was not possible 

to make tests at all settings every night. The PP! was set to show an area 

with radius 10 n.mi. (18.5 km) I and a single revolution (4 sec.) was recorded 

on each frame of film. The HTI circuitry was always used because of the 

extensive ground clutter present on the normal video display (Fig. 5A). 

Except for the tests of the effect of changing the mode of MTI, the double 

cancellation without feedback mode was always used. Tests were not done 

when ground-clutter Was breaking through the MTI circuitry nor when cloud 

or rain echoes were present. The display and camera settings were not 

changed within the series of photographs on any single night. There was 

no significant or consistent change in migration density during each series 

of observations because (1) the entire series of adjustmAnts and photographs 

could be made within five minutes, (li) the observations were made well 

after the rapid early-evening increase in the number of migra~ing birds, 

and (111) the order of the adjustments on a given night was randomized. 

The negatives were developed and printed by a commercial photofinisher 

using continuous processing and printing techniques, thereby minimizing any 

possibl1i~ for variations in processing to influence the number of bird 

echoes visible. The bird echoes in each of 48 areas of the display were 

count~d on each print I the 48 areas were defined by three distance categories 

(1-), 3-5 and 5-7 n.~i.) and 16 azimuth categories (O-22to; 22t-45°; ••• r 

))7t-)600 ). 
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The mAan direction of migration was determined qy a co~blnatlon of three 

techniques I (1) 'afterglow tails' on the bird echoes visible on the ASR-5 

(see Fig. 7 and E •• twood. 1967.33), (ii) evaluation of the directions of 

streaks produced by the bird echoes on several-minute t\~e exposures of the 

ASR-5 display (Fig. 2). and (111) time-lapse film of the display from another 

radar, an AASR-l (see below), operating simultaneously at the same site. For 

an analysis of the effects of radar adjustments on the apparent density of 

migration, the original counts in the 48 seetors of the display were reduced 

to three values per prlnt--the total number of targets in the 1-3, )-5, and 

5-7 mile areas in the 67tO-wide areas centred on the mean bird direction and 

its back azimuth. The counts in the two 112to-wide areas centred on the axis 

perpendicular to the mean bird directton were not used in this analysis. Many 

targets in the latter areas were suppressed by the HTI because of their low 

radial speed (see below). The nightly counts with the various changed settings 

were compared with the counts in the same areas of the display with 'normal' 

radar settings using one-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests 

(Siegel, 1956). One-tailed as opposed to two-tailed tests were appropriate 

because the direction of each effect could be predicted. 

The counts in the same 48 sectors of the display ware also used in analyses 

of thinning and dyna~lc ra~ge of the HTI. 'Thinning' refers to the decline 

1n the density of bird echoes with increasing distance from the centre of the 

PP! display (Nisbet, 1963). For these analyses. only the photographs taken 

with 'normal' radar settings were used, and data were included from ni~hts 

when no tests of the effects of radar adjustments were made. 

Tests on an AASR-l radar 

On the nights of 12, 14, 15. and 16 May 1970 I Made another series of 

tests. this time with an AASR-l radar at Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada (46°05'N, 
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64°40'W). The AASR-l is a m8dium-powered (550 kW) L-hand surveillance radar 

used for long range air traffic control in many areas of Canada (Anon., 1956). 

AASR-l radars were used by Blokpoel and D~sfosses (1970) at Calgary. Alb~rta; 

by Richardson and Haight (1970) at Toronto and London, Ontario; by Richardson 

and Gunn (1971) at Edmonton and Calgary, Alberta and ,~t Reginn, Saskatche· ... anl 

and by Spiers et al. (1971) at Fort Wl11iam, Ontario. Many birds are detected 

at ranges of 2-25 n.~i., and large flocks are regularly seen at 50 n.m!. or 

more. The AASR-l has moderate resolution and two separate transmitting and 

receivtng ~hannels. The design is less comnlex than that of the ASR-5. The:r-e 

1s a sinp';le MTI canceller without feedback, only one -,Te mode, and no pulse

staggering capability. Other performance details are given in Table 1 and in 

Anon. (1964.). 

The radar settings which I considered 'normal' and against which comp

arisons were made were HTI on, ho~izont81 polarization, src and FTC not in 

use, and Instantaneous Automatic Gain Control (lAGC) off. The following 

changes from the 'normal' settings were made one at a times 

(1) STC on rather than off 

(ii) FTC 1 on rather than off (time constant = l! psec:) 

(iii) FTC 2 on ra~her than off (time constant = ~ psec.) 

(iv) Circular polarization rather than horizontal (ltnear) polarization 

Four series of 35 mm still photographs of the PPI display (30 n.mi. radius) 

were made on each of the four nights, with one photo taken with each setting 

during each series. Because some ground clutter was visible on the display 

even though HTI was always in use, I made 3-minute time exposures at each 

Bettin~ rather than exposures of single sweeps. Thus each bird echo lArt a 

short streak on the negative (Fig. 4). These streaks could be distinguished 
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trom ground elutter more readily than could the point echoes visible on 

single-sweep photos of the display. Because the observations were made 

during the middle of the night when changes in bird density we,.. very 
gradual, and beeallse the order of the settings in each series was randomized, 
there Were no significant or consistent changes in density during the course 

ot a single series. 

The streaks produced hy bird echoes were counted in the areas within 

450 of the axis of the mean direction of migration (le., not in the so-called 
HT! wedges where few birds were visible). Separate counts were made for the 

distance categories 10-15, 15-20 and 20-25 n.mi. Usually the streaks could 
not be counted at less than 10 n.1II.1. because of ground elutter and overlapping, 

and on one night they could not be counted in the 10-15 mile area either. 

Any streak which crossed the edge of a given sector was included in the count 
for that area it more than half of its length was within the sector. The 

four series of data each night were taken at intervals of about 40 minutes, 

so that a target would not be in the same sector 1n more than one series. 

Hence it was possible to treat the four series from a single night as independent 
data. 

The film development and statistical procedures were the same as used 

for the ASR-5 tests. 

-
" 
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Tests on an ASR~7 rad~r 

On seven days in the period 19 October-1 November 1971 I tested the 

bird detection capabilities of an ASR-7 radar at NASA/Wallops Station, 

Virginia (37°57'N, 75°27'W). Th. ASR-7 is a very modern but rather low-

powered S-band rad.3rl it is similar to the ABR-5 1n purpose, parameters, 

and capabilities·. The ASR-7 differs from ~ost surv~illance rad~rs in that 

it has digital rather than analogue MTI and video integration. Nathanson 

(1969) discusses these di.'>;ital systems. The ASR-7 also has a logarithmic 

receiver as well as the usual linear receiver. 

On each of the seven days I made a series of photographs of the 

PPI display as various radar adjustments were made. On ea~h day ~oderate-

density migration of strong flock-typ. echoes was occurring. Extensive 

duck and goose mi~ration was 1n progress at the time. The tests were done 

in the late morning or early afternoon. Each photo showed a sinRle sweep 

of 4.6 seconds duration. HTI was always used. The following adjustments 

Were ma.de one at a time I 

(i) STC on rather than off 

(ii) Circular rather than linear polarization 
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The ASR-7 photographs were not analyzed by counting echoesl instead the 

apparent densities of migration were compared by @lye. 

19c1dental observations with various radars 

I have studied migration at two Air Traffic Control and three military 

~dar sites in Nova Scot!a and New Brunswick, Canada during 1969-1971. During 

the course of these ohservations I have frequently observed and photographed 

surveillance radar displays immediately before and after known types of radar 

adjustments were made. I have also made similar observations with high

powered nodding height-finder radars at the three military sites in the 

Marlttmes. Eastwood (19671197) describes such height-finding equipment. 

The changes in the apparent density (or lack of such changes) when these 

radar adjustments were made are discussed below. Details about the 

characteristics of the individual military radars are classified. However 

they are typical of the long-range military rarlars used in Canada and the 

Unit.d States (Corddry, 1957. Anon., 1965). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the ASR-5 and AASR-l tests are shown in Table 2 and in 

Figures 1 and 3 res~cttvelYJ one representative series of the te~t photo~raphs 

from each of the radars is shown in Fig. 2, 4 and 9. The variations in detectabi 1i t, 

of birds as revealed by these tests, hy my incidental observRtions of various 

radaTs. and by the literature are considered under the fo110 .... 1nr: main headings: 

transmitter power output. proporties of the beam, receiver properties, channel 

changes, display settin~s, and di~itized radar data. While I ~ill frequently 

refer to the effects of radar adjust>l1.ents on the apparent migratton nen,c;ity, 

the results are equally applicahle to radar studies of local non-migratory 

movements~ 

Transmitter power outout 

A decrease in the k~R-5 power output from 400 kW to 350 kW produced a 

very small but consistent and statistically significant (P<.05) decrease in 

the num~r of targets detected (Fig. land 2; Tahle 2). At various ranp,es the 

decrease averaged 6 to la per cent. Likewise, an increase from 400 ~H to 450 ~rl 

produced a small hut consistent and significant increase in the num~er detect~d 

averaging 4 to 16t. 

The on1y co"'parable dlita that I know of are fonnd on Plate ?? of EAst-wood 

(1967). Counts of 'anp,"els' on that plate indicat6 that an 1n~rease in power 

output by a factor of two (far larger than occurs durinr, normql o~ratlon) 

increase~ the apparent number of bird targets by less than 60%. 

When evaluatin~ the i~portance of changes of a few percent in the number 

of bird targets being detected, it is important to recall that the amount of 

nigration frAqu~ntly varies between nights over a range of two and occasionally three 
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orders of magnitude (Newman and Lowary. 1964; Nisbet and Drury, 196815021 

Blokpoel, 19?ot, Richardson, unpubl.). 

In actual practice. day to day v~riations in the ASR-5 power output 

are over a narrower range than my tests. In a )0 day period, the power 

was never observed to be outside the range 385-410 kW when checked each 

day after about 15 hours without adjustment. The tolerable range for 

ATe purposes is )85-425 kW (Anon., 1969159). I have made observations 

of stmilar day to day consistency in power output from several other radars. 

The basic radar equation, 
rmax = .:y (Pta2).,2A)/(64.;3Pm) 

where rmax = maximum detectable range of the target 

Pt = the transmitted power 

G = the antenna gain 

).. = the wavelength of the radiation 

A = the rada:' cross-sectional area of the target 

P 
m = the minimum detectable power for received echoes 

indicates that r for a given target v~ries as the fourth root of the 
max 

transmitted power. Hence a change in power output of a few percent should 

produce very little change in the maximum range at which a given target can 

be detected. This prediction, the test results, and the observed consistencies 

of the power outputs of various radars together suggest that variations in 

power output are not ordinarily a significant source of error when estimating 

the density of migration (but see the section on channel changes below). 

Pl'"oty.noties of the beam 

Polarization.-- The energy radiated from a surveillance or nodding height-

finder radar antenna is normally polarized in either the horizontal or the 

vertical olane. Radiation nolarized in either of these planes is said to be 

linearly polarized. Such rar.lnrs usu.111y can be switched to ci.rcular l101ariZl1tion ... 
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~hich 1s often used for detecting aircraft in the presence of echoes from rain, 

snow or cloud (Raverdy, 19621 Eastwood, 1967,15). With near-spherical targets 

such as water droplets, circular polarization has an effect identical to • drastic 

reduction of the Radar Cross-$ection (RGS). The ReS ig a measure of the .~ount 

ot energy reflected by the target. Circular polari'l.B.tion reduces the apparent 

ReS of rain and snow b,y 15-)0 db, but it also reduces the apparent ReS of aircraft 

by about 5 db (Nathanson, 19691146). If one regards the aircraft echo as the 

desired signal and the weather echo as noise, then in the presence of weather 

Icho, circular polarization gives a better signal to noise ratio than linear 

polarization. Therefore within weather echo it is easier to detect an aircraft 

~sing circular polarization. However. when using circular polarization the 

absolute value of the power received trom an aircraft is reduced from that 

~celved with linear ~olariz&tion. Hence with circular polarization the maximum 

range at which detection is possible is reduced from that with linear polarization 

and no weather echoes. 

The ReS of at least a few birds is affected by the plane of polarization 

(Houghton. 1969). Hence one would predict that as with aircra~t, the apparent 

iCS of birds would not be reduced as drastically by circular polarization as would 

the ReS of weather targets. My tests and observations confirm this. 

When the ASR-5 and AASR-l ranars were switched from linAar to circular 

polarization, the number of bird targets being detected decreased an average of 

11 to 5~, depending on the radar and range (Table 2). On these and other radar. 

t.his difference is equal to t to one unit on a 0 to 8 ordinal scale that I use for 

~cording the volume of migration (Si~. 6). The ASR-7 is the only radar that I 

lave encountered Which shows as many birds with circular as with linear polarization 

(Fig. 9). While circular pol~rization significantly reduces the number of bird 

~choes detected at all ranges on most radar. (Figures 1-5 and Table 2 plus incidental 

)bservations of other radars), it 1s frequently possible to detect birds using 
circular polarization 
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when with lin~ar polarization th~y are completely obscured by weather echoes. 

The preceding paragraphs consider the e~fects of a change from linear to 

circular polarization. However switching between the two types of linear 

polarization, vertical and horizontal, may also hAve an effect on the number 

of birds being detected. According to the ellipsoidal model proposed by 

Schaefer (1968166), when birds havin~ weiF,hts Ipss than about 45 g are viewec 

from tha side with a 10 cm (S-band) rarlar, they sh(\uld have a lar~er ReS wiU 

horizontal than with vertical polarization. Schaefer·s model predicts that 

with a 23 cm (L-band) radar the ReS will be larger with horizontal than with 

vertical polarization for birds with weights less than about 550 g. Even wi' 

an S-band radar the majority of the migratin~ birds would usually be below 

this weight limit. Hence one would predict that in cases wh~n hirns were 

flying individually rather than in flocks (or in the case of an L-band radar 

even if they were flyin~ in small flocks), more echoes would he detected wit 

horizontal than with vertical polarization, other factors bein~ equal. 

On a few ni~hts I have heen ahle to observe the display of a hi,,:h-power 

L-band surveillance radar immediately hefore and after it was switched from 

horizontal to vertical polarization (or vice versa). In each ~ase the appal 

bird density was, as predicted, sUghtly less with vertical than with horh,c 

polarization. The difference was perhaps equal to } a unit or at most one l 

on the 0 to 8 scale. Thus for ornitholo~ical purposes it is fortunate that 

AASR-l, ASR-5 and ASR-? radars (and most oth~rs) can each operate with only 

orientlltion of linearly polarized energy (r.-ble 1). 

Vertical pnrform~nce diagram (VPD).--The VPD of a surveillance radar shows 

distance and height ... · .. mges within which targets with various radar crOSS-Sf! 

can be detected (see Eastwood, 1967120). 
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The VPD is largely determined by the gain of the antenna for various elevation 

angles. The antenna ~a1n is a measure of the degree to which the antenna 

concentrates the r~dar energy. The gain of • long-range seareh radar 1s maximal 

at a low angle above the horizon, usually in the range to - 20 , and it decreases 

above and below this angle. It generally decreases much more rapidly at angles 

less than that of the maximum gain than it does at angles greater than that of 

the maximum. Nevertheless, very little ener~v 1s directed to elevation 

angles of more than 25°, On one pair of tesu, the power radiated 

~t 25° above the horizon was -12 db on an ASR-5 and -14 db on an AASR-l co~pared 

to the power radiat~d towards the elevation angle with ~aximu~ gain. Hence, when 

observing birds within a few miles of the radar site, ~s one fr80uently does with 

lower-powered SlrV6i 1 lance radars like the ASR-5, the higher flying birds are less 

likely to be detected. Using a radar similar to the ASR-5, Steidinger (1968:215) 

has noted th~t birds within about 4 n.Mi. of the site are not detected when they 

are flying more than sever~l hundred metres above the ~round. The average height 

of migration v1ries widely bet~een days. In Nova Sootia and New Brunswick I frequenVy 

observe movements with a ~odal altitude of 200-600 rn, but on rare occasions the 

modal altitude has been as high as 4000 m. On most occasions there are a few 

individual birds at 2000 \'I'l or more. Thus the same number of birds with the same 

ReS distrihution flyine- at dtfferFmt hdo:hts on different d~ys c()uld o:ive very 

different aooarent migr-1.tion densities if examined at short r:tnp;o. Fo .. tunatoly, 

the birds which Produce most of the hi~h targets (wnterfowl, shor"~hirds) t"'nd to 

fly"in flocks and hence are less likely to be missed than smaller targets might be. 

At lon~ ran~es it is the low-~lying rather than the hi~h-flying hirds that 

are not netected. I have made a series of simultane~us observations over relatively 

flat terrain with hi~h-powered su~veil1ance and noddin~ ry9i~ht-finder radars. By 

measuring the hei~hts of the t~rgets visihle on the PPI, I found that the hei~ht 
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distri~ution of the bird echoes detected by the surveillance radar at 20-30 n.mi. 

was not different from that for the birds dptected at 10-20 n.mi. Beyond 30 n.m!. 

ran~e, the number of targets visi_ble below 300 m began to decrease. When bird 

echoes were visible on the PPI at ranc;es of 50 n.~i. or more, tl-tey were imr'1r1a~l:y 

above 600 m. These results are consistent with prer!ict~ons derived fro~ the ranP:E 

of the rad~r horizon (Nathanson, 19691221). 

Unfortunately, when the terrain is not flat the distance of the radar 

horizon is more difficult to estimate and it varies with azimuth. This results 

in tshadowing' by hills. Thus a bird with a given ReS flying at a loW' elevation 

angle may not be detected if it is on one azimuth but wl11 be detected when at 

the same altitude and range on other azimuths. Harper (1958,485), AdaMS (1962), 

Myres (1963,36). Nisbet (196),440). Drury and Nisbet (1964,72). and Steidin,er 

(196g'19~) have reported reductions in the apparent d~nsity of mi~ration on 

certain Il'l,imuths because of such shadowing effects, and I have observed the 

same phenomenon on various radars in Canada. 

Seve~al studies have shown th~t bird ~ovements may occasionally be under

f'lstimatfld or even undetl'!cted because the birds are flvinp; very loW (Sutter, 

19578; Lack, 1959; Msscher et al •• 1962; AX81l et al., 19h3; Gehrinr., 19631 

Lee, 1963; Myres. 1964b; ~ilcock. 1964,19651 Evans, 1966). It is clear that 

the apparent bird density Will be less affected by variations in the height 

distrihution and hy shadowing the closel" to the site that it is measured 

(with the exception t.hat at ranges less tha.n about 5 n.mi. some high-flying 

birds are likely to be missed), Also, the closer to the site that the density 

is measured I the less will be the effect of variations in the Res dlstribution 

and radar performance on the apparent density. 

L 
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Some modern surveillance racisTS have several 'st~cked' ~eams. each resnon~ible 

for coverage of a narrow range of elevation an~les (Barton, 196416, 256). Ec~oes 

returning from the various beams are dp-tected by separate receivers, and the 

receiver outputs arp, then superimnosed onto a single PP!. The var;OUS receiver 

adjustments described below can be made 1ndependently on each of the recc~ .. v8rs. 

Therefore the Vertical P "rformance Dia~ram and thus the degree of smm1'9ssion of 

bird echoes can change cons~derahly from time to time. ~ave found that such day 

to day variations can have a drastic sfreet on the apparent density. On Some 

occasions, birds are comoletely invisiryle 0- else are invisible within some ran~e 

because of adjustments made on the receivers for one or more low-angle beams. 

When studying migration with a stacked-beam radar, I use 'raw video' whenever 

it is available. The raw video is obtained by extr~rting the signals from each 

racei ver before they are modified hy MTI, STC, FTC, ate., and then com''-'ining 

the si~nals from each receiver with equal wei~hts aopli~d :0 the various heams. 

Thus one can avoid m<Jny of the sources of day to day fluctuations in sensiti.vit,y. 

Unfortunately, uncancelled ground c'utter is ores~nt on the disolay when raw 

video is used. 

Anomalous orona~<jtion (AP).--Under certain at~osD~eric conditions the 1"a011" beam 

is bent dOW'n"-,,ards l'Iore than usual (:':!lstwood, 1967151). S0Ill9 of the r"_d'lr energy 

may be trapped in a • ..Iuct' near th'O'! surface, an effect compar,?blA to increasing 

the antenna gain at low elevation an~les. Therefore under conditions of AP birds 

flying at a £iven hei~ht are often Yisibleat gr~~ter r~n~e than usual. This 

is another factor contrihuting to the l~rl?;e day to day va. .... -:ations in the detpctabHit':S 

of birds at long r~nge. Since surveillance r~d'lrs ~nTh~rp.ntly can rlet~ct low flying 

birds fairly well out to ran~es of ~hout )0 n.mi. (see ahove), AP should ha.ve little 

effect on the apparent density at ran~es less than )0 n.mi. 
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AP also produces ground echoes at much greater range than usual. When 

properly adjusted Mn circuitry is used to suppress ground clutter, this is 

usually not a serious problem (but see the section on HT! dynamic range 

limitation below). However, when normal video, raw video or poorly adjusted 

HT! video is used. AP can sometimes produce ground echoes over such a wide 

area that it ls difficult to detect birds and almost impossible to measure 

the density and direction of migration. 

Pulse volume.--The pulse volume is determined (1) b" the oulse du .... :J.tion, and 

(i1) by the vertical and horizontal beamwidths at the range in qup.stion. 

Radar beams often do not have sharp, well-defined ed~es. The beamwidth 

is usu.<Llly quoted as the tingle betweAn tI-Je ooints at which the "'adi~ted Dower 

is ~ that in the centre of the beam. The effective be~mwidth. the angular ~idth 

within which the target produces ~n echo lar~e enou~h to be detected, is unlikely 

to be the same as the ~-pmler beal"lWidth. It depends on three characteristics of 

the t~rgetl (i) the radar cross-section (the larger the ReS, the farther the target 

can be frOM t~e axis of the beam while still ~iving a detect~~le er.ho), (ii) the 

range (the greater tt,e rqn~e, thA closer a 9.:i"en t'lrp"E'_t ,,"ust he to tJ,e centre of 

the beam to give a detectahle echo), and (iti) the azi:nuth (shadO'loTin", hy hills can 

reduce the effective betl>'l1w'idth ~eyond the hills). For a tarn'At with ~ p;iven ReS 

at a gi"en range and azi"lluth, the effective heam· ... idth is also de-pendent on ~hanges 

in receiver sens~tivity and in Dower output. Thus, wl1ile the he,'l.mwidth as c'ef1n~d 

by the distance between the half-power points increases with r~n~e, the effective 

Deamwidth is also a "fected :in a cOMDlex way by various other factors. Hence it is 

Tery difficult to nrpdict the p'Jlse volume and therefore the resolution of a 

surveillance r~dar or noddin~ height-finder for siven hird tar~ets. Imprecise 

knowledg-e of the beamwidth and resolution is not an b100rtant prohlem whp.n estimatm' 

the number of bird targ:ets in a lil!ht or moderate mhr,ration, or when usin!,,; nn ordinal 
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density scale such as my 0-8 5c;;,18. However it is a SP!'iOllS limit8.tion '",hen try-in,"'

to estimate the actual nllmber of tar2;sts involved in a dense "I'l_ig!'!'ition, especially 

if the beam is stat1.onary (see Able, Fl70b and Blokpoel, 197Gb). Blokpool (1971) 

describes an atte~pt to co~pens~te for the problem. 

Some radars can operate with various .E::!.lse durations. The shorter the 

pulse, the smaller the pulse volume and the hi~her the resolution. The shorter 

pulse length of the ASR-5 (0.833 psec.) compared to the AASR-l (2 )lsec.) permits 

much better resolution of dense passerine migr"tions into separate targets. 

Thus it is easier to make echo counts on the ASR-5 than on the AASR-l. The 

ASR-5 occasionally shows waterfowl flocks as non-point targets (ie., targets 

extf:Jnding over an area larger than the horizontal dimensions of the pulse 

volume); the AASR-l very rarely resolves bird echoes into non-point targets. 

On the other hand, the shorter the pulse duration on a radar operating 

at a given pUlse repetition frequency and peak power, the lo"Ter the pulse 

energy and hence the shorter the ran~e capahility on a given target. 

Furthermore, when observin~ very dense movements, the shorter the pulse, 

the smaller the pulse volume and h~nce the fewer birds and the smaller the 

total ReS per pulse volume. Bellrose (1964:129) and Gauthreaux (1970117) 

have both reported that the \-JSR-57 weather radars detect birds better when 

using a long pulse duration than they do with a short&r duration. 

Properties of the receiver 

Type of receiver.--The most co~~on form of radar receiver is the linear receiver. 

In this system the video voltages are directly proportional to the received 

signal amplitudes. Some radsrs have a lo~arithMic receiver as well as a 

linear receiver. When a log receiver is used, the video voltar,es are proportional 

to the logarithms of the signal amplitUdes. Other speciali~ed types of receivers 

may be £und on military radar~ where they are used in anti-jammin~ applications. 
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Unless otherwise noted. all results discussed in this paper Were obtained 

using linear receivers. However when the log receiver of the ASR-7 was tested 

it was found to detect about as many birds as the linear receiver (Fig. 9). 

The excessive noise ore sent in the ASR-7 log video is the result of non-optimal 

adjustment r~ther than of any inherent property ot log receivers. 

Tuninr:.--Tuning means Matching the f'rp.<juo:1cy to which thfJ receiver is sensitive 

with the freouency of the transmitted radar energy. On several occaslons after 

I had noticed that birds were not he-\.ng detected liS well as usual, it was 

discovered that the receiver was i.mnroperly tuned. Such occurrences .'l.re rare. 

On a well-maintained surveillance radar, im'.JroDer tun in!! is nortn!11ly discovered 

and corrected rapidly since the problem is usually apparent even when looking for 

aircraft. 

Noise fip:ure.--The noise ~igure of a receiver's a mea.sure of the noise ?,enerated 

within the rer'eivel"'. as onoosed to the noi.se l"'fOceived from the outside. Eastwood 

(1967Ig2) incic9.tes that the noise '~igure should be very const;mt on a modern 

radar. How:nrer du.-ing normal oOPr~+.ion of the :{ali=.:lX A3R-5 I h'1'.'f:' rf'cor-.2,)c! ~luct 

ua+~ians of its noise ficrllre Meter t~rcf/l 1 db to 4J,- dh (usuCl11:v It - "!). dh). The 

specified stancl<Olrds far this rCl·.--1n.r aro tJ. norYJ1.'11 or)(,r~tin'" ran":':8 of 1-2 clh ;lnd a 

maximum permissihle v'lluo of 4J;- db (Anon •• 1969115.30). Dr. F.H. Hunt of the 

Radio and Elec'rical SnCl"ineer-ing Di'.'1.s1.on. I·rational ~ese-'rrh r;ounci1 of C'n{lria. 

has inrlic1.tec (pers. C0"Tl"l.) that on r"': ~'rs wj th p'Ir·'l.metrl c n.:r:nl i f'l,(',rs FlP '10), se 

figure can drift unless excellent desiqn precflutions are taken. The ASR-5 has a 

p3rn.metric n.mp1ifier. On the other hand, Dr. Hunt points O'lt th'lt noise figure 

:T18ters ran be SUhjAct to errors that <'lOw."r as noise fir;ur") drift. eVl'ln -:. f the noi5 

figure is const~nt. 

Since (i) va-..iations in the ASR-5 nf'ise f'i>,:ure ov"']' ii J rib range l'1R\' he 

orcurrinr:, (ii) the n11nimuYll r!8tertClhlA si(~n.'l1 (~,ms) vii,'j~s T;Jitl-, t'\n r\(l;~;O ri~llre, 

(i-\i) a c~:lnP'0 of x cb in thnl.1DS h1S tl-,e s"m8 e:f"ct un d(,terti,()n ',hilit:i;1:; Cl 
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:hange of x dh in tr·"l.r.smittRd ~ower, and (iv) my ASR.-5 tests show that a cl-ttlncre 

.n transmittod DOl.;er by only 1;- db prc0uces a slio:ht but consist"nt and statistically 

dgnific3nt clJ.ange 1n the numhRr of bird tarp'ets eeter-tect (see aho"s), I conclude 

,hat temporal V'lr~ations ~n tlJ.e recni"sr noise :'ir:ure may oroduce s'lO'nificnnt 

~hanges in t~e aoparfmt hirrl. denc.ity. SUm"'"in<>; over all the tests, 14% "101"e 

~choes Here detectAd in the 1-5 n.1'1"1. area with u50 kW t~,an with 350 kW. Since 

t.his is a di fforance of 1.1 db i.n the power out nut, one w('u Id ored let tha t a 

~hanv,e in the noise fi~ure from 4 to 1 db would increase t~e numhRr of d~tccted 

:'lettORS in the 1-5 n.",]. area bv at least J~. 

IF Gain.--At most installations, the gain of the intermediate frequency (IF) 

e.m.plifier appaars to be changed infrequently. HOHever, observations of the 

Halifax AASR-l display were made on several occasions when the IF gain was 

adjusted by the Ndar technicians upon request from the Air Traffic Ccntrollers. 

These adjustments produced slight but noticeable effects on the apparent 

bird density; the differences were never more than one unit on the 0-8 scale 

of migration densities mentioned above. 

Sensttivity Time Control (STC).--At close ranges, hil?h sensitivity __ is not 

needed to detect large targets such as aircrDft, and often it hides the aircraft 

amidst echoes from undesired targets such as birds. STC counteracts this 

problem by rer~ucing- the gain of the IF amplifier by 2n amount invf'rsely 

related to the range (Anon., 196918, Nathanson. 19691111). On the surveillance 

radars which I have used there is no gain reduction beyond 20 or at most 30 n.mi •• 

On weather radars the gain reduction is often T'lore severe and extends to greater ranee. 

The STC can be switched off when not needed. It was never used on the Halifax 

AASR-l when I was using that radar to study migration. However, STC is used 

frequently on the Hal_ifax ASR-5 and on some :nilitary NfL'l.rs. 
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The STC' circuits on all t"adars that I have eXltmined l"Iarkerlly reduce the 

number of birds visible near the centre of the display. Only a few very 

large bird tAr~ets are visible on the ASR-5 or ASR-? when any of the src 

modes is in use (Fi~. 9). and none of the passerine echoes normally visible 

within 5 or 6 n.mi. of the site are visihle when src is switched on. On the 

AASR-l radar-si STC does not have nearly a~ severe an effect. This is no 

doubt partially hecause the AASR-l can detect birds at ranf,es where the 

STC produces little or no gain reduction (Fig. 3 and 41 Table 2). The tests 

on the Moncton, N.B. AASR-l reveal a 4o'f, decrease in the number of bird 

echo~s visible at 10-15 n.mi. when STC is turned on, but no decrease at 

15-::'0 11. mi. On high-pawer,)d mi 11 tary surveillance and height-.f1ndinr, radars, 

STC produces a noticeable reduction in the numher of bird eehoes detected 

at close range, but even the passerine movp.ments are ~eadily detected at 

range,; p;roater than that beyond which the STC has no effect. 

StAidinger (19681216) has repoTted that src c~n suppress bird echoes 

close to his radar in Swiherland. Mul!-'olland "md Soden (1967) have reported 

the use of STC to suppress I angels~ (no doubt mainly hirrls) tl-jat apooar on 

the disolays of Australian ra,lars. Air Trar"fic Controllers com..,only use 

src to suppress 'clutter' resultinp:: from birds. 

Fast t~me constant (FTC).--The echo pulse from a point tareet (such as an 

aircraft or a bird) should have about the same duration as the transmittod 

pul:;A, whf~roas returns from the rcrollnrl anrl from cloud or r'in r'1rry he mr>.ny 

pll1se widths 1n d\1r;'l.tion. FTC cirrlli ts Ilt'(-) 'lot. .c;llf!noseri to ",ffpet short ocho 

pulses, hut thAy sunpr('SS all but thA lAad~np' ()rlr~() of the nrolonrr('d returns cO:'linlC; 

from l~rge .'lreas of clutter (N,qthanson, 19691112)" ThA timA constant of an 

ne circuit is the lencrth of tiMe curing T,.,'hich Rn ocho -i.s permittAd to po'lSS before 
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suppression begins. Two FTC circuits are found on both the AASR-l and the ASR-5 

radars. The two circuits differ in the length of their time constants. 

Both FTC circuits on both radars reduced the apparent migration density 

statistically significantly (l"ig. 1-41 Table 2). However, with the exception 

of the 5-7 n.mi. a~p.a on the ASR-5, the reduction was slight--much less than 

one unit on the 0-8 density scale. 

During the ASR-5 and the AASR-l tests, there wers no occasions when the display 

was saturated with bird echoes. When observing very dense '"!ig;rations on .)ther 

racars, I have noticed that FTC had a more pronounced effect. ilhen FTC was switched on 

solid masses of bird echo resulting from passerine mOYAments denser than the 

resolution capability of the radar were broken up into small discrete echoes 

separated by narrow areas showing no return. This effect was particularly 

pronounced when FTC was used in conjunction with logarithmic receivers (see above and 

Nathanson (19691112). The reduction at high migration densities was one and 

sometimes even two units on the 0-8 scale. 

I conclude that at low and moderate bird denstties (and even at fair~ 

high densities when using high resolution radars, Fast Time Constant circultr,y 

has little effect on the apparent migration density. However, at high densities 

it can reduce the apparent density considerably. Fortunately, with the exception 

of its usa in logarit~mic receivers, FTC is in my experience almost never used 

on most radars. It was not used on the Halifax AASR-l during my observation 

period. 

A !nore complex circuit called a Pulse Length, Dhc't'~'Tlin'ltor (PLD) is used 

in,t.ead of FTe on sO!Tl.e raoR.rs (Nathanson, 19691116). The effects of a PLD on 

the. -af'p'J.'t'6nt bird density "'-re unknown, but are probahly si.milar to those of 

FTC. PLD circuits are freauently used on radars in Britain (Hunt, pers. comm.). 
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p;a.in of thf'l IF amp'.ifier ott l1ny 1nst-cnt is inversely rc:laterl to the aVera!!9 

power recP1vRd durincc several D'llsA durations pri or to that instant. Thus the 

detect<l.hility of Hell-separated !"Joint targets is, at least th(wY'ctically, only 

sliiYht1y reduced whilA large areas of clutter are 51lnpressed (N.'lt,hanson. 19691111) 

One wr;uld predict that IAGe wO~lld h;lVe Jittle effAct on th(~ aDDd-T'0nt bird density 

durinG': light and moderate mi.gration when the bird tarr:ets are wpll sen'lrated. 

However during dense mi~ration. when there are bird echoes from most or all 

pnlsf'l voluYf\8s I the a pparFmt density would oro"f)ahly be reduced because of a 

lower avor.'l.~e level of the IF gain. 

The AA3R-l has !AGe circuits in both the Normal and HTI receivers; the 

ABR-5 has IAGC in only the Normal receiver. ~lhile no systematic tests were 

done, occaS"lonal observ,'1.tions during periods of light and moderate migr2tion 

usin~ the Moncton AASR-l shovled no obvious reduction in the a")Darent mip"ration _ _ u 

density when IAGC was switched on (Fi~. 4). It is possible that the circuit 

at Honr;ton ',,'as not op+?r,'lUn,?, properly. UGC was n0ver used on the :;alifax 

AASR-l during my observation periods. 

S'jme radar~ have a more sophisticated type of IAGC system r,'f~rr8d to 

as Consbnt False Alarm Rate (CFAR) circuitry (Nathanson, 19691133). My 

obserwl.tions of a milit!lry surve111?<nce r9.riF,r inrlicqte thClt C?AR has 1itt,le 

effect on the appil~(>nt density of I-t~ht anrl morlerClte mi~ration. HOv..'8VAI' on some 

Or;CClS)Ons it reduces the apD'lrent rlensity of dense m-ipr1lL10n by one or two units ( 

the O-B scrr]e. On othAr occ:lE'ions. there 1s l:ittle or no ohvious r:'f(~ct on 

hi[!h-density l'1ir;ration, preEiuma>,ly 'because of temnoral diffe;ences in lhp 

anjustmcnt of the CFAR system. 

._-_._---------
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._-_._---------
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Video integration.--Most surveillance radars, includin~ the AASR-l, ASR-5 and 

ASR-7, are equipped with video integratorso Prior to 1966 or 1967 the AASR-l 

radars in Canada did not have thp-m. These devicfI!s combine the received signals 

from each pulse volUlr.e over sBveral pu1 ses, thereby improving the signal to 

noise ratio by several db. This is possible because on surveillance radsrs 

the beamWldth and antenna rotation rate are such th.'lt a r,lven point target is 

illuminated for several successive pul~es during each scan. However, the PPI 

display is also a form of video integration device since the returns from a 

number of pulses are added togethsl'" in pToduciYlf1; a ,spot at any point on the 

PPI. For most applications the PPI is about as effective as an electronic 

integrator (Nathanson, 19691103), ~nd when an electronic integrator is used 

with a PPI the SiN ratio may be reduced rather than increased (Barton, 19641 

177). 

While no systematic tests were done. the video integr~tor of the ASR-5 

seemed to have little effect on the apparent bird density. If anything, there 

~as a slight decrease when it was switched on, but this was much less than one 

unit on my 0-8 scale. The distrihution of mi~ration intensities re~orded during 

September and October 1965 using the Halifax AASR-l without an integrator was 

slightly lower than that recorded usin~ the same rarlar with an ~nte~rator 

1urin~ the same months in 1969 (3/4 of & unit diff8~ence in the medians using 

the O-,~ scale). However this difference could easily have resulted from 

factors other than the ar.dition of a video integrator. 

Most video integrators are analogue devices that operate by adding or 

subtractinr, voltages. However the ASR-? has dip,ital integrators. The digital 

lntegrator in the MT! system of the ASR-7 improved the display very noticeably, 

In contrast to the analo~ue inte~rator on the ASR-5. As shown 1n Fig. 9, the 

~igital intep,rator on the ASR-7 markecly reduced the amount of noise, thereby 

naklng birds more obvious. 
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In my ex~rienc9 the video integrator on an individual radar 1s either 

always used or else aL~ost never -used. Hence video integration 1s not no~ally 

a possible source of temporal variations 1n radar sensitivity. 

Coherent Moving Target Indic~tor (MTI).--Most surveillance radars are equipped wit~ 

coherent MTr circuitry. Its purposA is to suppress the echoes from st,1tionary 

targets while producing mininal effect on movine targets. 

In order to detAct aircraft or hirds at long range, most of the radar enerv,y 

must be direc"',ed .<Lt elevation anf'"les below 50. Hence ener~y is reflected from 

hills and othAr stationA.Y'Y surface objects as Hell as fro!'l airborne t.'lrgetso 

T~is rrround clutt"ll' is usm.lly restvo"ictGd to <!T80!.S l<li-'-hin 20 or 10 l1'i1ps of the 

r8d~r site unless there are ~ip:h hills at somewhat greater range. During conditio 

of anomalous propa~'ltion (see Clbovo) ground clutter is detected out to longer rani! 

than usual. 

Birds <'mn air~raf't usually cannot he seen in aroas of the clisnlay whet'e 

llncancelled "round c"_utter is present. Since low ,,-nn m"'diuM DOwf!rpd r.qdars 

one must on such rBdClJ's use HIl to reveal the. hirds fl:v:irw Ov0J' .'lnO 'wll-'een 

the ;}re.'lS of MTI-can~elled clutter. Hi:,,;h-nowered ~!l,l.qrs can nor'T1<]-Uy detcrt 

birds at r:mges b(~yond those w1jBre rlutter ~s a nroblem. but at sue!"! distDnces 

low flyinro: )Ylrds :l!'8 unlik"'!ly to he ddpcted. n8nce H-~'I is tlSe'u] g'/Pn on 

hir;h -pOl-lored radars. 

The M'rI recoo:nizAs only the radial component of a tarp;et's velocity, ilnd 

so t''1rf~cts "lovlng t'ln":f"'ntl:l11y (iRa, with zero radial sneed) 'l,r8 suopressed. 

In 2rirht,ion, the TfI also reduces the echo stren"'th frol"1 targets ~ov1n::! at 

slow rAdial speeds nnd At sneeds nB.'r v!'rious hlind smeds. If the 'HA.VP1'~:IRth 

(i\) is p:ivRn in cm and thp. timE) hotween sllccessive pulses (T) in "ricY'o:;o('()rHls, 
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the blind s~eds in knots are 9700" n IT where n == 1,2.3, ••• . The blind 

speeds of the AASR-l and ASR-5 are t~e "integer rr.ultiples of 79 and 126 knots 

respectively. Tt/tth the simplest and comMonest for'll of MTl, the r~11t,ions'1ip 

between the radial soeed and the 2'T1Plitude of the t,otrg..,t echo ~fter processing 

by the MTI circuitry aDproximates a reel-Hied sine curve (,<;ee Fie:. 3, 'single 

c~mc811er' curve) ,-rith the nulls at each hlind sp:!ed. BRrtoD (1964). Eac;t;.rood 

(1967), a,nd ~htl)anson (1969) give fUrther details. 

Unfortunately, because of wind-blown trees, antenna motion, and sm~ll syste~ 

instB.bilities, f"'round ('lutter has a narrow velocity sDectrurTl of a few knot.s 

width centred around zero velocity. This Makes it desirable to suppress tar~ets 

with speeds helow a few knots more stron~ly than th/'! sine-curve res'Jonse of a 

simnle single-canceller HTI can manage. To do this, two cllncellers ~!"'~ often 

used in series, >,;ivine; a sin2 velocity response curve (Fig. 8). This double 

cancellation HT! supnressps low-sreed t,~ro:ets well, but 'it h.'lS thp ri; sCldv"l.ntagp 

of reducin!! the resPonse from targets with al"lost all r'3dial speeds n:ore tl}an 

fiould a single canceller. To increase the response at mo~t r!ldial sp3eds while 

rebining strong: cO!.ncell'ltion o~ low-sneed t'3.rl:!ets, fp<>dback rircuits nre often 

~dded to a drmb: .. e-cancell<lt'ion MTI (Pi.!? 51), ?u~therl'1iore, pulse-stn.<'"f"cr'inp: 

techniques can he used to miniMize but "lot eli'11in'lte tarn-At sur'Oress'ion at 

nost blind soeeds. BR.rton (1964) and N-",thanson (1969) di~(:uss thRse more 

;onhisticated forms of MT! circuitry. 

Some modern radars !uch as the ASR-7 have digital rathAr than analogue MTI 

lystems. In these radars the signals are converted to digital d:lta, processed 

~ suppress non-moving targets, and than converted back to analo~ue data tor 

lisplay on a PPI in the usual manner. The digital MTI system of the ASR-7 does 

,xactly the same operations on the sip-nal as the analogue MrI of the ASR-5. hence 

mt wQUld expect similar effects on the bird display. This provad to be the case. 
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The effects of MTI systems on the display of bird targets are complex 

and vari~ble. While it would therefore be desirable not to use MTI, for the 

reasons given above tt is frequently necessary in surveillance radar studies 

of migration. The following sections discuss the known and suspected effects 

of HT! on the bird display. 

The best-known effect of coherent MTI circuitry on the hird display is 

the production of 'MTI wedges' (Sutter, 1957a,b; Gehring, 19631 Nisbet, 196); 

Drury and Nishet. 1964; Eastwood, 1967157: Steidinger, 1968). When there ls 

little variation tn the directions of movement of the bir-d targets, 

.. 11 brgets crossing the azimuths pt':lrpendicular to the mean diror'ticJfj have 

little or no radial velocity and henco are suppressed by the MTI. This 

produces a pair of wed~e-shaped areas wherein few birds are detectable. 

With a unimodal distribution of bird flight directions htlving given 

Tarlance, the angular width of the MTI wedges should theoretically depend onl 

(1) The power output and sensitivity of the r~dar. The greater the 

power or sensitivity. the r;rp<'l.ter tho sir;nal to noise ratio of the 

echo from a given tar-gAt at a given ranr-e and ~once the slo\.;er the 

radial speed nflcec;sary for the MTI to l"f'!dllcO the SiN raUn beloW' the 

detection threshold. Besides the usual determin:mts of receiver 

senflittvity (see abow'l), improper adjustment of the MTI circuits 

can also seriously reduce sensitivity. 

CH) The tVPfJ of HT1 in use. The sham of' t}1fl 'Jelocity resnonsr? curve 

cotect'lhlp J"f"'tUl'n '~rotr\ a t~rc:et with a f"l pen r:lchr cross-s"]('tion 

(Res) and r~n~e. 

• 
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(iil) The ran~e of t~e bird t~r~ets. The greater t~e range, the smaller 

the return and h''lnce the less r.n.ncellation reouired to reduce the 

return below the dRtection ·::'h~'eshold. 

(iv) The size distr.i..bution of the bird tqrgets. The 1,"11">':('1' the ReS of 

a target, the grea'sr the retUrn at a f,iven ran~e and hence the 

slower thB radial speed necessary for cancellation. The radar 

cross-sections of birds are not always directly prooortional to 

their sizes (KonTad et al., 1967J Schaefer, 1968tNathanson. 1909; 

Bruderer, 1969), this phenomenon 1s known as Mi6-region fluctuation. 

Neverthele~s. there is a general positive con"elation behleen :."I.CS 

and size. Hence if most of t~e birds flyin~ on one occasion are 

larger than those flying on another, the MTI wedges are likely to 

be narrower in the former case. Since ~t least at X- and S-bands the 

Res of most birds apoears to be ~reater when they ~re viewed from the 

side than ',..11en viewed from the end (Edwards and !-Iou!"'h.ton, 1955'i 

Bruderer and Joss, 1969; H0ua:hton. 1969)*, t~e MTI ',IW::'''flS R.re likely 

to be n~rrOWer than would be predicted on the basis of the end-view 

Res distri~ution • 

... Nishet (19631459) has cO!lc-luded thR.t the :)C$ at L-band (wavolenp:th a"-Jout 23 cm) 
does not va~ with ~spp-ct. Bec?use his conclusion is hased on comparisons m~de 
within 40° of end-IJiew, i:' may not apply to the end vs side co;nuarison. ../hile 
to my knowled~e there havA hn8n no di ... ect mE'asurem~nts of RCS pal.'!.!' d h'""':r'l~s n~in!S 
L-band rac'lrs, SC'-1aefer (196~) has concluded f""om theorflti~al consirieratlons 
that the cross s8C'tions of hirds in hoth the Raylei'!h ,\Od Hie rer;ions (which 
include all hirds at L-hand) a-re less at (md than at s"l~'e ViflW. 

I have fr"lquently "lxa)Tl~ned the norT'1.<'tl vidflo disolp.ys (ip.., MTT not in uso) of 
both Land S hand r;Joars. Birds are usu;llly v"lsihlp to "r".,ter r:ln~o '.-Jhnn viewed 
from the si.rle than wh~n viet·md end-on. Tl--tis surr<>:ests that thp ReS of hirds at 
L as .. ,ell as S band is indeed greater at side than at end view. 
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(v) The ground sooed distrihution of the bird targets. The greater the 

flight speed, the graa tar the rrcdial speed at any azimuth except 

those exactly perpendicular to the flight direction. At low 

speeds, the greater the radial speed, the less the cancellation 

and hence the narrower the ro9.n·-e of angles within which the SiN 

ratio is too low for detection. If the birds were flying fast 

enough such that on some azL~uths their radial speeds were close 

to a blind speed, MTI wedges would also occur along those azimuths. 

Since the blind speeds of most radars are such that birds rarely 

if ever fly much faster than the first blind speed, the only likey 

position for a second pair of MTI wedges is perpendicular to the 

usual pair. 

In su~ary, one would predict that the greater the power, sensitivity, 

target sizes, and target speeds, and the less the ran~e of the ta~~ets, the narrowe 

would be tht> MTI wedc:es. The sh-'f~ of the velocity reSDOnse cm'''ve ~nd the .'lmol)nt 

of v2.rjRtion in ~light directions should 31so a;"ect tI:~ wedge width. 

'.{hile I do not have 'luanti.tatiw! data suitahle :'ar testing most of the 

above predictions, :ny results tend to confirm some of them. 

(t) -,"ith SL"1il:!r ty~s of mtgration the :iT! wedges are uSUOIlly n"lr~·m·wr 

on hi",h-ooHered ~ili.t;}rv SUJ:"vrJ1_!l.'lnce radars usin~ sinr:le-~'lnce11er - . -. 

MTI syste!ms than on thp 'llfJdium-oow~r AASR-l, '..J'hich also h1S a 

sin~le cancrller. 

and ",'hich doubtless or-:l,,:in.'ltn ;~O"'1 "locks, I u<;uallv f--jnrl t l
1.lt 

they are undeteC'':,nd "'0:" only a few SHeeps o~ th.e r[;c.ar as thpy ('l'()S~ 

the tangential !lzimuth. 1'1 cDntrast, fine echof'."; of' t~p tV'Ji? r'r<'lerf 

attributed to ~sserines erG usu~lly lost well hef'ore they reach 

the tan~enti~l azi~uth. Since the l,rv.e t~rr,ets normally ~ove 
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if ever fly much faster than the first blind speed, the only likey 

position for a second pair of MTI wedges is perpendicular to the 

usual pair. 

In su~ary, one would predict that the greater the power, sensitivity, 

target sizes, and target speeds, and the less the ran~e of the ta~~ets, the narrowe 

would be tht> MTI wedc:es. The sh-'f~ of the velocity reSDOnse cm'''ve ~nd the .'lmol)nt 

of v2.rjRtion in ~light directions should 31so a;"ect tI:~ wedge width. 

'.{hile I do not have 'luanti.tatiw! data suitahle :'ar testing most of the 

above predictions, :ny results tend to confirm some of them. 

(t) -,"ith SL"1il:!r ty~s of mtgration the :iT! wedges are uSUOIlly n"lr~·m·wr 

on hi",h-ooHered ~ili.t;}rv SUJ:"vrJ1_!l.'lnce radars usin~ sinr:le-~'lnce11er - . -. 

MTI syste!ms than on thp 'llfJdium-oow~r AASR-l, '..J'hich also h1S a 

sin~le cancrller. 

and ",'hich doubtless or-:l,,:in.'ltn ;~O"'1 "locks, I u<;uallv f--jnrl t l
1.lt 

they are undeteC'':,nd "'0:" only a few SHeeps o~ th.e r[;c.ar as thpy ('l'()S~ 

the tangential !lzimuth. 1'1 cDntrast, fine echof'."; of' t~p tV'Ji? r'r<'lerf 

attributed to ~sserines erG usu~lly lost well hef'ore they reach 

the tan~enti~l azi~uth. Since the l,rv.e t~rr,ets normally ~ove 
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faster t"lan t~8 msserines, th'O'se .,...r;sults C',~e VP1'Y 1ikelv due to both the 

b.rget size and sreed e·'feets. 

(iit) I ~ave confirm"d tl;al t'-Jo r-'1.te of <l..zi'l1uth<l.l 't':i'ninf,' as r:ne 'T,oves to'.-nll'ds 

the azh'1uths of ~,;,e HrI weckHS rlF~tymds on the rA.nge, For this analysis I 

used only rtr'~as :'Y'Orrl \"hich no p: ..... )und (,'utter was l"'<1NJivedj hence the TrI 

dynamic r1inge r:roh18"1 discussed helow t..'8S avo'idGd. After corroet.lon of the 

raw data for ranrlom 0 erlap (see ;';i'ibDt. 19(31'-1-58), 1 found t'lat thu 1"'.'1;-,io 

[
Numher of bird 8Cl:005 visihle 
to tho mean dirnction 

wi thj n 110 of the ClZ imuths 

was ahout 2.3 times as larve at l-) n.mi. ''is at J-5 n.'ni. This d-i-:fercnce 

results confirm the r,'lnr:e cePendence of the sever.ity of l'-lTI sucm"'pssion. 

T'1oy were h<tsed on da"te. obt8~ned du .... inr: 18 nL:;h~s in Octobor 1969 l,;ith the 

Halifax ASR-5 using the tnort'laJ.i so-i-tin:::o:s (as defined "in the ~·1'-'U;ods). 

MTI wedges aro olwiolls '1nd .. ;jde ",-[\e(m t1-)C;8 :i.s li tIe va"'i."tion, lpss 

obvio11s ",hen th(~re "is "loderate v"lri t:i.nn, and rrbsont whon there is much 

variation. 

KT! suporassion i~ not confined to th", j,fTI W0rlP;AS, .'llthouo;h thA effects are most 

severe there. Ar~uments analor,ous to those above should app~ to the degree of 

suppression outside the wedges. The p,reaier the power, sensitivi.ty. ttllrget sizes, 

target speeds· and angular distance from the axig of the MTI wedv,es, the fewer 

targets whose SIN ratios would be reduced 

with the exception that at radial speeds above the first optimum speed but beloW' 

the first blind speed, the greater the speed, the fewer detl3cted. 
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below the detection threshold by a given MTI system, and therefore the 

greater the apparent bird density. Variations in the velocity response 

curve between modes of MTI would again be expected to affect the proportion 

of targets suppressed and hence the apparent density. The greater the range, 

the smaller the SiN ratios of the echoes before cancellation and hence (i) the 

larger the proportion of echoes \-Those SiN ratios would be below the detection 

threshold after cancellation, and (i1) the larrer the effect of changes in 

MTI mode and of variations in the distribution~of target cross-sections and 

speeds on the apparent bird density. 

If, for example, the smallest bird targets could be detected to a range 

of x n.mi. under good conditions (optimal radial speed; normal power output and 

receiver sensitivity), then at tx n.mi. under the same conditions the power of 

the echoes received from these birds ~·;ould be 12 db above the detection thresholl 

(since Pa: 1/1'4). The pm,,"er output and receiver sens.;tivity do not decrease 

by more than t db and 2 db repectively from their !'_annal values ,.Jithout 

m2intenance procedures being initic,ted (see above). }iencs even under 

suboptimal conditions of pNrer and sensitivity the radial <"fX"""ed could 

decrease to a value which gives a 9t db reduction in the echo pOl·rer at 

the output of the MT! before the birds would be undet8cted at a range of 

-}x. For an MTI system usinr, a sinr~le canceller .dthout feedback, 9~- db or 

more of suppression is produced when the radial speed is 11% or less of 

the first blind speed, or below 14 kts on the ASR-5 and ASR-? and 9 kts on the 

AASR-l. If a double-cancellation wi thout feedback MTI "'Tere in use, radial 

speeds of about 20% of the first blind speed would be required to assure 

detection at tx. Fortunately, most r3dars usin~ double-cancollation HT! 

use it with feedback, thereby rec1ucinr; the 1'2d::'o9.1 stEed needed for detection. 
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Passerines frequently fly as slo',,1y as 15 kts during local flights 

(Schnell, 1965). While during migration their average speeds as estimated 

visually (Meinertzhagen, 1955) and by radars not using MTI (Harper, 1957. 

19581 Rinehart, 1966, Gehring, 19671 Bruderer, 1969, I97lf Richardson, unpubl.) 

are almost always above 15 kts, a small proportion of the individual migrants 

are often 'floving at slower speeds. There have been many other observations 

of the speeds of migrants using radal's that either had MTI or else were not 

described 1n detail. In spite of the fact th~t these studies may have been 

oiased qy MT! in favour of faster birds, they often recorded migration at 

speeds not greatly 1n excess of 15 kts (Tedd and Lack, 1958; Ad:tms, 19621 Gehring, 

1963, tack, 1963, tee, 1963. Nisbet et al., 1963. Drury and Nisbet, 1964, 

~oughton, 1964; Casement, 1966, Steidinger, 1968; Pars1o~', 1969; Richardson, 

Inpubl.). Thus one must conclude that when using HT! at ranges appreciably 

~reater than +X, some migrants are undetected because of their slow speed. 

Variations in ~r~nd speed wiLL therefore affect the apparent bird denSity. 

~ven at a rang8 of -}x some passerines are probably unrlete~t,ed w'1An ground speeds 

ire reduced qy head winds· or when double cancellation MTI is used wlt~out 

reedback. With a ~iven type of MTI, the bias in anparent density induced by 

~peed val'ia tions ;.;i 11 he ""'ore severe on radars with hie;her than on those with 

lower hlind speeds. This occurs hecause the minimU1Tl soeod at .. rhich a tarlSst 

Jith algiven ReS can he detected is directly proportion~l to the louest blind 

speed. 

fortunately for purposes of estimating migration density, some birds SEem to adapt 
their air speed to the wind speed and direction, thus maintaining a more constant 

~round speed than would be expected (Schnel1, 19651 Bel1rose. 1967; Fruderer, 1971; 
ucker and Schmldt-Koenig, 1971). Nevertheless, grounn speeds are nor~a1ly some
'hat lower with head than with tail Winds (Staidinger, 19631219; Bruderer, 1971) • 

• 
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Data suitable for testing the above predictions are scaree. 

(1) Steidinger (1968) has reported that birds moving at 1 ••• than 30 km/hr 

(16 kts) were not detected qy his radar. The first blind speed of the 

radar he used was 82 kts. Thus birds moving at 2~ or less of the first 

blind speed were suppressed. Unfortunately the type of KT! system used on 

this radar was not given. 

(11) My observations of the effects of changing the MTI mode on the Halifax 

• 

ASR-5 and the Wallops Station ASR-? showed definite changes in the apparent 

bird density, especially at long range (Fig. ? and 9). The smallest number of 

birds was detected using double cancellation without feedback, an intermediate 

number was recorded with 81ngle cancellation, and the largest numbers were 

recorded with double cancellers plus feedback. I made more detailed 

comparisons of the appa~nt bird densities on the ASR-5 using the double 

cancellation without feedback and using the '35 db SCV' mode of double 

cancellation with feedback (Fig. 1 and 21 Table 2). Significant differences 

between the modes of MT! were confirmed at all ran~es. but the difference 

became larger with increasing range. The differences between the HTI modes 

in the apparent density were. however, considerably less than one unit of 

the 0-8 scale in all but the longest (5-7 nomi.) range category. 

ThUS when uSlng M1'I it w~ulrl anootlr to he desi"ab18 to Ast~l"1ate r'lL,ration 

densities hy o'l-)serving the nl1~hAr of ta .... 'Cpts 3t a r"ncte of -pArh:tps t or Q/)x 

rather than ~-xo This ,>lnuld mi..ni,~j7,e tlJ'l C~[l,'1CQS of mis<:inr: .'ilo.l t1.r,.,.ets. As 

discussed earlier, it w')uld also rerluce thA chances of missin<?; 10w-flyin~ "I1irds 

and 'lrInuld minimize t"te effects of recei..ver and ~TI adjustments on the aOD<!.rent 

density. Un~ortunatelv. on ~ediuM powered radars similar to the AS~-5, ASR-? or even 

the AASR-l. hig~-flyin~ Dirds ~i~~t be ~issed at tx or (l/))xo On such ra~ars 

it wQuld a!Jpe~r to be imDOssihle to avoid simult'l.neoU'"'ly the e-~:ects of ch,:<.nges 
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in the height and speed distrihutions on the 8ppa~~nt migration density. On 

high-powered radars there should be little difficulty in detecting high~flylng 

bird. at (l/)x, sine. x is 20 or more n.mi. (Nisbet, 196).4)7). Heneo on 

these radars it should be possible to minimize the effects of changes 1n 

both speed and height distributions. 

Ad.tastable blind speeds are a feature of some MTI systems. One form of such 

eircuit~, sometimes called Variable Velocity (VV) MTl, produees blind speeds 

that equal the usual ones (see above) plus or minus some constant. I have 

made occasional observations of the VVMTI video produced by one radar. As 

would be expected trom theoretical considerations, the extent of bird 

suppression was comparable to that with normal MTl, but the 'HTT wedges' were 

no longer perpendicular to the axis of bird movement. 

Another form of KT! incorporating adjustable blind speeds is the 

'area cancellation' system described by Eastwood (1967159-59). Here the 

blind speeds vary with azimuth, and can be adjusted such that on each azimuth 

the ra1ial speed of a uniform~ movin~ mass of clutter equals a blind speed. 

Eastwood describes the use of such circuitry to cancel ~ain echoes, thereby 

permitting birds to be seen in the presence of rain when the difference 

in radial spP.ed bAtw~en birds and rain is suf~icl~ntly great. I have no 

experience with this form of MTI. However, it is clear that it could be 

used to suppress bird echoes. With 'optimal' adjustment of the HTI, this 

suppression would be much more severe than that produced by a radar with 

fixed blind speeds or VVMTI. Suppression would be most severe if there were 

little variance in the directions and speeds of the bird targets. Bird 

suppression would be ~re severe with a double than with a single cancellation 

system. For maximum cancellation the system would be adjusted to the average 

speed and di~ection of the birds. Thus birds witt1a'peeds and directions 
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differing greatly from the average would be more likely to remain visible 

than lIlore typical targets. Henee such an HT! would be expected not only 

to suppress many birds but also to affect the direction and speed distributions 

of the birds which remained visible. 

Surveillance radar installations are frequently arranged such that 

HTI-processed signals are displayed only at the centre of the PPI. Beyond 

some range (referred to a,s a range gate) nonnal video (le •• no MTI processing) 

is displayed. On some radars the position of the range gate is adjustable 

on each PPII on others it is determined by a video mixer ahead of the line 

driver amplifier and hence cannot be ad justed separately on different PPI 

displays, The former arrangement is more versatile and hence preferable. 

If the MTI is reducing the detectable range of somB or all of the birds, 

and if the range gate is between the maximum detectable ranges with and without 

MTI; then more hirds will be visible at rflng:es beyond the gate. Rich<irdson (1970) 

and Richardson and Gunn (1971) shmi especially striking e.:ramoles of this nhenonenon 

When using rarlars on which HTI (alone or in comhi.nation '.-'ith STC, ci .... cu13.r oohri

zation or the dyna~ic range problem discussed ~elow) makes it imoossible to see bi~$ 

near the centre of the disolay. it may be possible to estb!'lte the migration 

density in the normal video area heyond the r~nge ~ate. 

Birds flying over an area from '.;hleh stron'! "round echoes are being 

rBcFJived are le:,s liknly to he dAtActed -than the Slltle hirds flvin?: ow-r ,'ln area 

with no iSround echoes, ~ven thou<>:h the ground clutter mfly be comr;le"!-,ely sunpressed 

by the MTI. This occurs bpcause the ranr;e of si:mal 3.J'"!lolitudes ~l~ich an HTI cancella 

can process (ie. f the dyrHH!lic range of the M'n) is "'ot as -.·ride as the range of echo 

all'lplitudes th,qt a ra~ar 'l1:l.V "'ecAilT8 (fhrtol1 • ).9641196). ;"n,"'n ~tr0n~ "'l'()und clutter js 

present in the same area as a moving target, the amolitude of the signal in 

that pulse volume contains a large clutter compor.ent, a small target component, 

and a still smaller receiver noise component. If the total of these three 
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components is beyond the dynamic range I the total s:..gnal from ':,hat pulse 

volume must be limited before it reaches the cancel~ero The I1miter reduces 

ea.ch of the thr·ge components by the same !':lultiplic&:""ive factor. Thus if the 

total signal is l~ited by x db, the desired target will also be reduced 

x db. The strength of the target echo will be reduced :urther in the MTI 

canceller (say by y db) if its speed is not optimal. If (x+y) i~ greater 

than the amount by which the echo from the moving target originally exceeded 

the minimum detectable signal, the target will not 1.)€J det2~ted G'.'(;n though 

the ~ound clutter may be completely cancelled. Since bird targets are 

small, their SiN ratios are often also small. and hence even smaLl amounts 

of limiting made necessary by strong ground clutter returns mil,,;ht make birds 

undetectable. 

We have observed this phenomenon on many radal's in Canada (eg •• 

Richardson and Gunn, 1971137). In areas of the displays in whi~h ~b~~e clutter apP9~r8 

when using normal video, few hirds are v~sible a~ter CAncellation o~ the clutter by 

XTI circuitry. In other areas of the s~rne dis?lays where the clutter is less 

dense or totally absen'c.. birds 1.!'8 re:idily dr;tectec (Fi,,". 5A and 3). A Y1111t:: ,riFite 

lnalysis of cl"ita obtain~d on l~ nights with the Halifax ASR-5 using 'nor:nal' 

settinr,s has confirmed this. After allowing for azi~uthal thinnin~ resulting 

from MTI cancellation, for r"i~i~l thinning (sAnsu ~isb8t, 1963). and for night 

to night va.rhtinns in over::.ll donsity, over 85% of the remainina V:Wl "tion in 

the numhers of tar~ets detected in v!lrious sectors of the display was exnl:dnable 

on the basis of va"!"'iCl.tions in th", proportions of those sectors havinr.; r;round 

clutter (P« .001 for the hypothf!sis that thp numher of birds detf!cted in a f':iv~n 

sector is not relqted to the nroportion of tljat sector from which r>:::Oil'1rl clutter 

is being received and c3nce11ed)*. 

!.J , 
/1' .... ~ .,' .>(. 
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• The an,11ysis "ias ])pr'~ortrled hy CO"1'JUtin,C: tho D~;tl,1.l recr!'cssion coefficients for the 
number of' birds det"'ctpd in <lre<lS Hithso'"'18 clutter and in .'1.1'O,1.5 ">!"lth no rlutter <'1fter 
correct,jng for rannOn:l O're.,...l-'lD Ilnd 'l'~tAr s~-!.nd!'l,·,1-;z1np: the total TI'.lrn\;nr o~ det8cted 
targets to 1000. A LatR.l of' 15 nairs of coo"f'i~!"'nt'3 'dere r~o"'1nutf"'d--ono ~;Olir fer 8ClCh 
combin',[,l.on of tlje thri"c r,"lnc'e "Fl.t0"'"or~8S (1-3. J-5. 5-7 no'7\i.) awl '-ive :lZ1"1Uth 
catwcorifJs (0-11, 1.2-3'3, 31-1--')6, 57-79, 79-90 from the _His of U1C meAn riirecticm). 
All 15 rnllltinle l">~rw;sjcm ('oe-~ridents '.;ere siaTI"i-"icrmt (p<.!n); 11+ of the 15 h,1d 
P<.OOl. S1nce tho data l1snd in the 15 T'8(YN!Ssions iH'. .... e innp[¥m,i·,nt. th" n:roh~,hilttiE 
could h(J c()mb~npd (Solol A.nd Rohlf, F1691(?l) 1',0 (_'"lVO thfl o\l8r:'111 P« .IJOl <;-i""nific'lnc 
lovel. 

Suppression of echoes from birds because of limitations in the dynamic range 

of HTI circuits is not confined to Canadian radarsl (1) Drury ~nd Nisbet (1964,71) 

mention and illustrate but do not discuss the phenomenon. Drury et al. (1961110) 

provide a stril<"inp; example of suppression of bird echoes over land areas. Such a 

display is likely to occur when ano~alous propagation conditions prevail (Nisbet, 

~. ~.). AP produces ground ec~oAs out to unusually 10n9: Y'anse over land but 

rarely over water. Th0 HTI cancels thA f,round echoes, Ann also manv of the birds 

flyinr:; in the S_'l.me areas. (ii) The airport radar at KlotAn, S' .. itZArland aot8cts 

few birds in certain 5 pP cl fie arAas (S88 radar photos in Sutter. 1957,a,b; GElhrinel 

1963; anc Sb~irlinp:eT', 1969). 1'hesA areas a1"8 hifSher than the su"'roU!1d1n" terrain 

fro"'l theS8 areas (SutteT'. 1957a,bL This can be see;-) 'w Sutter (195711.IFiF",. 2, 

10-12, 19-20), Sutter (1957hiFir,o 4FL and Steldinger- (1968iFiC;, 9c, I), IjL in 

each of which thA MTI was apparontly 'lot adjuster! prjIXlrly. >i1wn the areas of 

strong p;round clut.ter were c<tncAl~od hy tho ;:71, r'lr:1 '·choos 1n the ~;arne areas 

were suppre"spd as well. Suppres.c;ion of blnls in thdSA !'..rH,'S WlIS not si~ply the 

result of 'shadowing' (see ahove), sinca many hiI'd" \,..rprfl V1Slhln at Gr8Qt~r ranr;es 

on the same azil'luths. 
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correct,jng for rannOn:l O're.,...l-'lD Ilnd 'l'~tAr s~-!.nd!'l,·,1-;z1np: the total TI'.lrn\;nr o~ det8cted 
targets to 1000. A LatR.l of' 15 nairs of coo"f'i~!"'nt'3 'dere r~o"'1nutf"'d--ono ~;Olir fer 8ClCh 
combin',[,l.on of tlje thri"c r,"lnc'e "Fl.t0"'"or~8S (1-3. J-5. 5-7 no'7\i.) awl '-ive :lZ1"1Uth 
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T:t is clear that estimates of the density of mig!"ation made with radars 

having MTI circuitry must either be made in areas from which ground clutter is 
not received or else must he corrected for the losses of hird targets caused 
by signal limiting. On the basis of my anRlyses. it would appear that such 

correction could be quite a('cllrate if ground clutter were not present o'Ver 

the whole area of interest. 

, 
Nonpoherent Moving T~r~et Indicator.--The above discussion dealt with coherent 
MTl t in which characteristics w1thin the radar determine the radial velocities 
to be cancelled. All references to MTI in the ornithological literatUre to date 

deal with coherent MTI. In contrast, the radial spAeds suppressed by several 
other forms of MTI, collecttvely referred to as noncoherent MTI, depend on the 
radial speeds of the echoes being received. The radial speeds found commonly 
in a given area of the display are suppressed, While point targets present in 

the same areas are not suppressed if they possess radial speeds differant from 

those of the nearby clutter. Two forms of nonc~hp,rent MTI are the envelope-

processing and clutter-locking systems described by Nathanson (1969). 

Theoretically, one would expect noncoherent MTI systems to have effects 

similar to those of 'area cancellation' coherent HTI adjusted for maxtmum 

suppression. Cancellation should he Much more severe than with a coherent 

HTI having fixed blind speedS. Birds with unusual speeds or directions are more 

likely to be detected than hirds flYlnB: at or nellr the average speed and direction. 

Also, since noncohprent HTI cannot he used in thft ahsAnce of clutter (Barton, 

1964.2231 Nathanson, 19691323), one would expect noncoherAnt MTI systems to be 

switched on and off. Thu~ drastic temporal variation~ in detnctahility of hirds 

lre to be expected. 
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My 8xpArience with noncoherent MTI systems is limited. Noncoherent MTI is 

found on on~ a small proportion of the radars that I have used. However my 

observations 5how clearly that this circuitry does indeed suppress dense 

movements of passerinAs very severely. Thus when radars with such circuitry 

are used for bird surveillance 1t is essential to abstract the bird data from 

~he radar before the signals are processed by the noncoherent HTI, or else to 

discard data collected when the circuitry was in use. 

Channel ch!ln!'!CS 

Most survAi llance rad'irs consist of hlo 5~parate trans'ni tter-racei veI' 

systems that may be operated altern--tely throup::h the same ;Jntrmna. Maintenance 

!lay be performed on one channel while the other '1 S operatinp:, t'rJBrer,y providing 

almost continuous ofleration. The two ch"lnnels of each C-','"',adian Air TrRffic 

Control r,qrlrlr are .'3ucmosed to be used for approxim.-,tply equal nU'nhers of 

hours ;md are to be !lltern.'lted d1ily (Anon.,1964aJ 1, F;69Il9). Unfortunately, 

there C'Jn be d"ifferp'ices hebreen the two I?I)'lnnnls ;n almost !lll of the Lraw,rrtitter 

channels. 

Even though the channels do vqry 1n spn""itiv] ty, the a~lp1.,pnt bird density 

rarely ch;.n9;es by ;{S "luch as one unit on the o-:=) scale when t.he c1vtnn81s are 

switr'hed. HOl.-:ever, during p!1rt of tl)e 1969 f811 mif':rat'i.orts8!lSOn one channel 

of tho A,\SR-l .tt ·{a1'..fClX ·.,Jns r1r'shcn.l1y inff>rior to U18 otl,pr; tl-tis wr.s I'\lJ!:"1.r,-.ntly 

sH,;nal, and poor tuni.nrc. The (hf!'erencf' ':.n {\')!IT!'f'nt, den:;ity [V,tweon tho ch8nnels 

in this 8xtremo C!1S8 is shown in F'ip". SC .'lnd D. I~, was r .. (lssihlC"J to esh.hl i."h the 

rel[l.tions~ip r,etween the aDp<~""ent rlensities on th8 two AASR-l ch'lnniJls by 
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whiclc C:l,"l.':Ttlf-)-j ;';.1,'0 jn use, :It WAS th,m oossihle to fq.'lk8 re::LsonC!bly cop-ic;t.'n<-, 

estimRtes of ~;F~rat.inn d,mslty 8'.'80 tl1')ur;h the c'nnn;:l]s F'c'odnced ver;.T r:1ff~rent 

migr,qti.oD C.'.msed by cltan['"8s In sottings or performance of the ::':<.r1ar 

itself, or ty irltel'cl.,-·tions bet\-Jeen the type of bird movement <l.nn t.he 

cOl.pabilities of th8 radar. Adjustments of the dis::-=-lay on Hhieh the raJ,llr 

data are presented can also !l~f8ct tho apparent density. The displa~f 

gelin ano tl'SCC bl'ilii:-mce s"~o'lld ideally be set initially at optimal 

values and then not changed. Unfortunately, instcbilities in th8 displaj' 

oecasion'l.lly 1)C')cossitqte adjust:nents to the disDlay gp-in :lnrl tr!lce hri-'·)i'l.nce. C;!i'l 

n~C8ssaY'y. FOi' exan,ple, the trace brilliance is usually set. so that the 

trace is b~'("'(~l:;T vi,sible in a dark'=med room H!len the video is SHj tdlOd off. 

Fortunately, sli!?"ht v:lri,'c,tions in g,lin and trace brilli.ance chansc th8 

apparent density by only a small fraction of a unit of the 0-3 sr:A.le. 

The resolution of the total system may be li:nitod not only by the 

resolution of the heam (see p',llse-volume sectton ahove), but also by the 

spot-size on thE! display (Eastwood, 1967183). If the d",-splay cannot 

produco a spot smaller Unn the hori.zontal di."Ilensions of the pulse-volume 

on the scale o~ the display, the s;mt size will be the lhnitin:!; factor. 

This is most likely to occur on a radar producing short nuls8s (eg" the 
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ASR-S or ASR-?) or when the display is set to show a l~rge area. Accurate 

tocu8sing of the display is obviously required for maximum resolution. High 

resolution 1s very desirable both ro~ counting targets and for determining 

their directions of movement. Some or our radars oceasionally detect !1ocks 

at • range of 100 n.m1. or more. However, in order to maximize resolution or 
t.he passerine target. at closer range, we rarely display an area of radius more 

than 70 n.Dd •• 

In the SAGE/BUle system of the North American Air Deranse Command (NORAD), 

the original analogue radar data are converted to digltaVform by a computer at 

each site and then transmitted to various Control Centres. Corddry (1963) gives 

a general description or the system. One of the purposes of digitization ls to 

provide further means for suppressing undesired echoes from the ground, weather 

and birds. The criteria used by the computer in decidin~ whether or not to 

suppress the return from a given pulse volume are cla~sified. However. they 

can be changed from hour to hour. thereby modifying the proportion of the birds 

which 1s suppressed. 

I have observed various digitized displays several times per day over 

periods totalling 16 weeks. I was able to eo~pare two or the digitized displays 

with the original analogue PP! displays from whieh they were derived. The digitizl 

displays usually showed many fewer bird echoes than the corresponding analogue 

di~plays. Weak echoes from passerines were eompletely sunpressed most or theltime 

However on most occasions at most radar sites at least some intense eehoes, 

presumahly from flocks, were still visible on the di~itized FPI displays. In fact 

these larger targets were fr~ouently easier to track on the digitized displays sin( 

these shoved less elutter (ground, weather. passerines) than the original analogue 

dlspl~ys. Thus, while NORAD digitized displays do not provide useful in~ormation 
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about thA amount of migration, th~y clln usually provide informaUon about the 

flight directions of flocks of birds. 

By day I have rarely found any diftl".l:'fmt:8 i.n the dil".H~tion distributions of the 

bird echoes vistbl", on the anal()R1-H~ and dip;itiz.Ad d-jsr1ays. At night there 

often is such a di ffe'!"Ance 0 Th'~rG u,'e two probafole reasons for the more frequent 

directional bias at nle;ht! (i) By day thA avel'a,p;e 11'11 ~rat1.on density is much less 

than it is at night (Rir-hlol.rd.'3on, 19'70 and unpubL). HRnee hv day 1ess strine:ent 

suppression cri .... 8ru in -bolh th'l- :ra_~;n· and the dtgit1zer aY"!,} genPlral1y sufficiAnt 

to reduce the tbird r:-lutte'!'" to an !l.cceptahle level. (H) By day rlOst birds 

migrate in flocks producinr; s tron?; 2(;ho6$ (Gehr"iilR:, 196·3; 5teidinger. 1968,1991 

Bruderer, 1969:76: Gauthr-eaux, 1970,1971; Rie;h;;.rc1scn and Gunn. 1971 and un!JUbl.). 

By night a wider l"ange of echo str("')ngths occurs, Ilnd the wellk echoes R'l"e suppressed 

during digitization~ The wAak echoes often have a diffe~ent me~n rlirection than 

the stron~er echoes present simultanetollsly. Thus when the weak echoes are 

supprl'lssed, the apparent oVel'all m~an direction chanr:es*. 

At a NOHAD Control C$T,-t,rr, one cc;., OllS(>rVfl t,hb dl'~i Li7,<"!d data from many radar 

site! simultaneously. Thus one eaYI easily study t.he pro~rl'Jssive change3 in tho 

distributions of flight directiclns of flocks of bir6.s at various sites as pressure 

systems and fronts move acrosS a wide ar~R. Rich,~rdson (1971,1972) shows such 

series of observations. The data &rf'l blas~d in fR','cur of larr,e f1()~ks. hut for 

some purposes (bird hazard to alrcraft stur-JiflS; wz..terfowl 5UrV(~Ys) this may not 

be a serious disadvantage. 

~ Similar changes in the apparent distrihution of f"'---i':-.t ~:_recti(,'r,3 are of"'~en produced 
by radar adjustments th'lt sunDress weak pass8rine cc r,oes. Fa:" example, when STC, 
circula.r polarizati.on, or CFAR are st .... itchl"ld or., :':-.e i.;e:,.-\est. eC-,,J~S ,"2.y he suppressed 
while the strongfll" onAS a"'p- sti 11 detected. If t~.,~ we.s.:-<: e;:::::-:~,- _ r.::.ve a different 
direct1.on distr1.hution th<l.n the stronR:er ones. a c:, . .;.r,;:El ~_-. ·;:';,6 a";)par~n"t direction 
distribution will result. 
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In the United States, the or1~lnal analogue displays from various FAA long-

range radars h~ve been transmitted to single Air Route Tra~fic Control Centres 

(Anon" 1964b). Hence the sunpression of many bird tar~ets that occurs during 

dlgitization has not been a problem in studies of migration at FAA Control Centres 

(Flock and Bellrsoe, 1970). However, the FAA is at present converting to a 

aationwide digitized radar system (Anon., 1971; Corn~ll, 1971). Hence the 

quality of the mi~ration data availahle at the FAA Control Centres will 

probably soon bA reduced to a level similar to that of the bird information 

DOW available at the NORAD centres. 

IMPLICATIONS ~~D CONCLUSIONS 

1. When studyinp, rni~ration with a lon~ range survei11ance radar that is 

simultaneously hein~ used for other purposes, onA can expect frequent adjustments 

of the radar. The adjustments which seem to have the lar~est effect on the 

apparent density of migration are 

(1) Use of STC. especially on low-oowered ~adars where the dp.n~ity must be 

estimated within a few miles of the site. 

(ii) Circul!'l.T poll1riz.<! t i on, which nrorlu'~8s a cnn;; i stcnt reduction in thfJ 

an~~r0nt density 0n almost all radare. 

radars. 

(v) Infreqmmt changes in IF ;:rain C,1n proc'J<;e e:fects 'pryin" from nil 

to severe. 
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(vi) MT! produces eo~pl~x effects on the display of birds. The severity of 

KT! suppression depends on the type and adjustment of the MTl circultr,y, 

other characteristics of the radar, the size, speed, azimuth, flight 

direction and range of the bird targets, and the extensiveness of the 

cancelled ground clutter. The extensiveness of the cancelled clutter 

present at a given site arrl time is, in turn, dependent on atmospheric 

conditions. 

Some adjustments (tunin.os errors, channel changes) usually have little effect, 

but occasionally may produce severely reduced apparent densities. 

2. Adjustments in r~dar performance usually have their greatest effect on 

echoes at lon~ r8rtj!9 and on fine passerine-type echoes, no doubt b"'c<'.Iuse such 

echoes are close to the thres~old of detection. 

3. Compoundin~ of the effects discussed in this papP.r may occur. While the 

effects of individual chan~es in radar settings are frequently consistent and 

not very seVAre, they are additive. For exam'9le, ~nI suppression of a target 

not moving at thA ootimal speed and su~pr8ssion hv circular DOlari~ation 

may not individuallY be severe enough to prevent that target from being detected. 

However, actin~ tOgether they may reduce the SiN ratio so that it is bplow the 

detection threshold. 

4. If reliable quantitative information a~ut migration is to be obtainod from 

a surveillance radar, one must know the behaviour and mode of operation of that 
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with Lack (1962) and \!ish8t (1963), I conclude th'lt "it is not possible to 8stim'l.te 

accut''l.tely the density of intense rrti[!;ra-l-~ions. HO'.,j'ev"!:r, op.nse M'-'vpn:ents can readily 

be identified ~s such. Only nocturnal passe~ine ~ovn~~nts are dense e~ou~h to 

produce sa.tut''1tion on a regular basis. In some areas (such as 1\0W1. Scotia), even 

these movements are rarely dense enou~h to produce cOMplete saturation near the 

centre of an expanded display. 

10. The adjustments of an air surveilhnce rad'lr can often be ch'ln'!sd briefly ' .... ithout 

disturbing normal opc'rat1.ons. Thus it is ofb::n possiblo to ohtflin a reliable density 

estim:J.te by switchior: from non-optimal to optimal settior'S for a Minute or 1855. 

11. The reliabil_ity of uensity estirnatBs C_'l.n hA en'-lnnced considerahly by simultaneous 

use of 1110-"'8 th;;m on8 r,'"irlRT' at a S1.n,,;18 slte. A C'omh-in.qtion 0-:' 9. high-p()Hercd 

surveill3nce radar and a heir;ht-findeT is particularly versatile for studiEJS of 

migration. 

12. In Q'8neral, one shOUld reCOr'niZ8 that surVBillance radl'l.rs are not c-arefully 

calibrated p1'8ds-!.on inst1'u'11(mts. 'tlhilA thes'? -"''3.ri'11''' ca!] orov-::"de excellf1nt 

qU-1.litative ~nf'orma~ion about 'Iliqration, ev~n ""it~ "'.o1reful use they can orovide 

only moderately accurate quantit"ltive data. Fortunately, temporal varLltions 

in the B'TlOunt of "1i'!ration and in fl1:i2"~atory b8h1.vior arA so m.q:rked thrtt thro d_'1ta 

which such rB.d'lrs can orovide are sufficiently aCC1.1rate for m.qny t, oos of .1.na lysis. 
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FIoURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Effect of ASR-5 rGdar adjustments on the number of bird t9.rgets 

detected. The number detected WitJy< changec seUin,,! is plotted on the ordinate 

against the number with 'normal' settin>,:s (as def~ned in the Hethods) -plottod 

on the abscissa. The diagonal line is the exp3cted position of the points if 

the chan::rsd setting had no effect. Circles, squares and triangles are counts 

in the r:mge categories 1-3, 3-5. and 5-7 n.mi. respActively. Significance 

levels (*--p< .05, *"'--P<oOl) are for one-tailed Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed 

ranks tests of thqhypot~esis that the ch 'nee in sc;ttlng had no e£'f8c;-~. In 

these tests the counts in the three ran~e c~teqories at one time were treated 

as separate data points. 

Figure 2. Birds visihle ~nth v~rious ASR-5 radar settings (Halifax, Nova 

Scotia; 29 Au~ust 1969 at 0155-0200 AST). Each photo (except that l~belled 

'2 mirl) shows one sweep of four spconds duration. !v!.,)~netic no~th (23 0 W of 

true N) is at the 12 o'clock position., The '2 minute' photo is a t~_me 

exposure .dth normal settin~s in which the directions of thn lines indicate 

the ciirections o_:~ bird I'1ovoment (SSE-TdSW at this ti!1le). ::0 non-aviBn t1'lr.;-:ets 

are visi'~11e. The bright cl-rc1a demarks an a~ea with 5 n.'lli. radius. 

Fil";ure 3. Effect 0-; AASR-1 radar adjustmer.ts on the TI1..L'1lber 0: bird tprgets 

detected. Plotted as in Fig. 1, except th t tho left and ri~ht fif,ures 

of each pair show the numbers detected at 10-15 and 15-20 n.mi. restx:Jct:ivoly. 

Figure 4. Birds visihl~ with v!lrious AASR-l r-1dar s8ttin~s (Moncton, New 

Brunswick; 17 May 1970 at 0007-0029 AST). Each p:--,oto is a thr(>8-mjnute tiMe 

exposure (18 sweeps). Magnetic north (23 0 W of true N) is at t~e 12 o'clock 

position. E9.ch bird brget is shown as a short streak; other types of targets 

are ground clutter visible in spite of tho MTI or sU!J::ri:nposed bird 'streaks'. 

The bri~ht circle near the ed~e of each p~oto demarks an area with 20 n.mi. 
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Figure legends (cont.) -56-

Figure 5. Variations in detectability of birds. Sections A and B illustrate 

the effect of the lLmited dynamic range of the MTI on detection of birds. Few 

or no birds are detected (on B, a 2 min. time exposure) in areas from which 

intense ground clutter (visible on A with normal video at a time when no birds 

were detected) is being cancelled. C and D show the effect on a dense passerine 

movement of a change in channels on the Halifax AASR-l during the period 

when channel B W3S drastically inferior to channel A (4 October 1969; 2316 AST). 

E and F show the effect on a dense passerine movement of a change from 

horizontal to circular polarization using the Halifax AASR-l (channel A; 

23 October 19691 1942 AST). In C-F range marks are at 10 n.:ni. interv,'lls and 

all the echoes are from birds. 

Figure 6. Intensity scale USGd to record the amount of migration visihle with 

the Hal Hax AASP.-l radar. IntF~ns~ ty levels 1 (very lic;ht) to 9 (e y trAT1'.p-ly 

heavy) I1re shown. The thick outermost range-ring inc1'i.cates a r.'triius of 50 

nautical miles (93 km). Magnetic north (337° True) is in the 12 o'clock 

po,'';) ti on. 

Figure 7. Effect of cham;es in MT! mode on the number of birds detected (ASR-5 

radar at Halifax, N.S.; 18 October 1969 3.t 2242 AST). 'NoIT-13.l' 1.S douhle 

cancellation ~TI without feedbackl '3D, 35 and 40 db Sub-clutter visibility' 

are modes of HTI using double cancellation plus v-"ry"in8; amounts of feedback. 

Fig. B shows the v810city reSDonse curve for these modes of MTI. Note the 

pronounced effect of changes in mode at long range (i8., beyond the circle 

with radius 5 n.mi.). 

Fi(!ure S> Theoretical effects of the modes of HT! aV8-ilable on ASR-.5 radars 

on the a~Dlitude of t~rsets having v-rious r~dial speeds. The 25, 30, 35 a~d 

40 db SCV modes of MTI use two cancellers plus a \'griable amount of feedback. 
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-57-

?is;ure 9. Rird~ V"\<j-l'f)) ... ~ ... Hh -""l}"'inu!'l ASR-7 rQ.d<:>r' settinl!';s (Wallops Station, 

'It r- ,,:1 ni:<.; 1. N ovemhe r 1971 :~t 10 5~-Un) EST). Each nJ.-,oto s1jow'5 on<!l ~wee r of 

4.6 ~~(". r111,.."thm. D01jhl"'! C<1nc ... l'l-,tion MTI wit~ fe~dh:i.('k (135 rlh ,SCV' l'1orl,.,) 

101.'1;' 'J~~rl in 1111 C:lses ~X(>~Tlt th~ s"\.np"l"" anri dou,",l" (":l"'lcel1'ltion Iofithrmt 

no!>l t.i on. I\n 'l!"eR of rarlius 10 n.m1. i:c; shown. 
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TABLE L CHAPACTSRISTICS OF AASR-l AND ASR-5 RADARS 

Manufacturer 

Wavelength 

Peak power output 

Pulse repetition frequenoy (prf) 

PRF stagger ratio 

First HTI blind speed 
-non-stag cered operation 
-staggered operation 

Pulse duration 

Minimum detectable signal 
-using MTI 
-not using MTI 

Receiver noise figure 

Scanning rate 

Beamwidths (t power points) 
-horizontal 
-vertical 

Antenna gain 

Polarization 

AASR-l 

Raytheon 

22.5 cm (L-band) 

550 kW 

363/seo 

Not staggered 

78 kts 
------
2.0 psee 

-104 dbm or better'" 
-106 dbm" 11 

at db or less'" 

6rpn 

1.350 

6.5°··· 
34 db 

Horizontal or 
Circular 

'" Normally 1 to :3 db better th'an these operating limits 

•• :3° at IQ%: and 4° at 2:'J, power points 

ASR-5 

Texas Instrument Co. 

10.7 cm (S-band) 

400 kW 

1200/seo 

0.818 

126 kts 
1260 kts 

0.833 )lseo 

-107 dbm or better'" 
-109 d1:m n " 

lit db or less'" 

15 rpn 

1.5°"'· 
6.5°··· 
34 db 

Vertical or 
Cdrcular 

••• Approximately csc2 pattern from upper half-power point to 300 elevation 



TABlE 2. CHANGE IN NUMP£R OF BIR]) ECHOES DETECTED WITH VARIOUS RADAR 

ADJUS'IMENTS. SU;mED OV.':R ALL SERJES.t 

Changed setting 

ASR-5 TESTS Range 

Changed As % of Normal Total N with 
changed set
tings. 

(n.mi. )~ 
1-3 3-5 5-7 1-3 3-5 5-7 

Circular polarization 88.7 83.0 75.1 259 362 178 

MTI mode 35 db SCV no.3 130.7 187.3 640 910 633 

FTC 1 92.1 81.4 58.9 569 669 234 

FTC 2 89.4 87.1 59.6 567 837 :m 

350 kW peak power 89.8 94.4 93.4 247 323 128 

450 kW peak JX>war 104.0 107.0 116.1 286 159 366 

AASR-l TESTS Range (n.mi. )~ 

Number of 
Series of 

Data 

6' 

10·· 

9** 

9" 

5' 

5* 

10-15 15-20 10-15 15-20 10-15 15-20 

STC 59.7 100.0 

FTG 1 t~S. 4 87.4 

FTC 2 85~B 93,,7 

Gh·cuJ.ar polA't'iz.atiml. lH5~1 i+5.'! 
--_._._-----_ .... _ .. _._--

t Sif1;nificance levels are giverl on Figures 1 and 3. 

417 427 

596 373 

599 400 

244 177 

12 16 

12 16 

12 16 

10 14 

'" On 3 of 'Lhase nights no bird echoes ,,'ere v'-Lsibla in the 5-7 n.mi. category 

with either norms} or modified radal" settings 

** On 4 of these nights none visible at 5-7 noml o• 
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FIGURE 2. ASR5 ADJUSTMENTS FIGURE 2. ASR5 ADJUSTMENTS 
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FIGURE 4. AASR-l ADJUSTMENTS FIGURE 4. AASR-l ADJUSTMENTS 
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FIGURE 6. MIGRATION DENSITY SCALE FIGURE 6. MIGRATION DENSITY SCALE 
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